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Abstract
Suppliers play a key role in supply chain management which involves evaluation for supplier
selection problem, as well as other complex issues that companies should take into account.
The purpose of this research is to develop and test an integrated system, which allows qualifying
providers and also supplier segmentation by monitoring their performance based on a multiple
criteria tool for systematic decision making. This proposal consists in a general procedure to
assess suppliers based mainly on exploiting all reliable databases of the company. Firstly, for
each group of products, their evaluation criteria are defined collaboratively in order to
determine their critical and strategic performance, which are then integrated with other criteria
that are specific of the suppliers and represent relevant aspects for the company, also classified
by critical and strategic dimensions. Two multiple criteria methods, compensatory and noncompensatory, are used and compared so as to point out their strengths, weaknesses and
flexibility for the supplier evaluation in different contexts, which are usually relevant in the
supply chain management. A value function approach is the appropriate method to qualify
providers to be included in the panel of approved suppliers of the company as this process
depends only on own features of the supplier. On the other hand, outranking methods such as
PROMETHEE have shown greater potential and robustness to develop portfolios with suppliers
that should be partners of the company, as well as to identify other types of relationships, such
as long term contracts, market policies or to highlight those to be removed from their portfolio.
These results and conclusions are based on an empirical research in a multinational company
for food, pharmaceuticals and chemicals. This system has shown a great impact as it represents
the first supplier segmentation proposal applied to industry, in which decision making not only
takes into account opinions and judgements, but also integrates historical data and expert
knowledge. This approach provides a robust support system to inform operative, tactical and
strategic decisions, which is very relevant when applying an advanced management in practice.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays companies cannot offer a sustainable and quality manufacturing without excellent
raw materials. Therefore, qualifying, selecting, segmentation, monitoring and controlling
suppliers are key activities of the supply chain management. Working with the best approved
providers is not enough as the material and service quality, as well as market risks should be
tested and proved over time by using a systematic and robust procedure. Nevertheless, the
published research mainly deals with supplier evaluation for selection, which has become the
traditional problem of literature about purchasing management. Since suppliers are qualified
for each particular product and they usually provide several materials or services, their
assessment should take this feature into account.
Rezaei & Ortt (2012) analysed the evolution of theoretical approaches focused on supplier
segmentation, which are classified by these authors in three groups: process, portfolio and
involvement methods. The first case is the oldest conceptual approach in which supplier
segmentation is identified for each item and based on its main characteristics. From the Kraljic´s
method (Kraljic, 1983), which is the first portfolio approach based on profit impact and supply
risk, the majority of proposals have portfolio and involvement nature, which means that the
conceptual and empirical approaches for supplier segmentation are focused on the
characteristics of supplied items as well as on the relationships between the company and its
suppliers.
Gelderman & Van Weele (2005) analysed categories of items in depth, based on the Kraljic’s
matrix, which are noncritical, bottleneck, leverage and strategic items, as well as the
recommend best actions for each group. From a survey to Dutch companies these authors
concluded that the higher the professionalism of purchasers, the higher the use of portfolio
models. They also pointed out that criticism to portfolio models had come from theoretical and
conceptual studies, while they are supported by qualitative case studies.
The review from Day et al. (2010) has shown that the approaches to supplier categorization are
conceptual or based on survey questionnaires and case studies. One of these latter is from Lee
& Drake (2010), who applied portfolio models by using AHP to obtain weights of criteria, and
direct rating to obtain the score of items. Rezaei & Ortt (2013a) used fuzzy AHP to solve this
problem in a medium size company by obtaining data through interviews with purchasers.
These authors also applied fuzzy logic for supplier segmentation in the same company obtaining
expert knowledge through interviews (Rezaei & Ortt, 2013b). Recently, Rezaei et al. (2015)
used a new method, the Best Worst Method (BWM), in order to obtain criteria weights for
supplier development.
From the perspective of quantitative models there are two basic formulations of the supplier
selection problem. In the simplest one the company looks for the best supplier who can provide
the required quantity of a product. The second type is several suppliers to satisfy the demand
when it is necessary. In this case the problem consists of choosing the best suppliers and
determining the quantities to buy from each of them (Demirtas & Üstün, 2008). Nevertheless,
procurement issues have different phases and complexity. After the problem formulation and
selection of criteria for decision making, it is necessary to qualify new suppliers for each
product and evaluate their performance in comparison with other providers in the panel if this
is the case. The final step is not choosing the best since the current trend in supply chain
management consists of having a panel with few reliable suppliers to develop partnerships. In
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general, the relations between companies and its providers should not be based on punctual
assessments and thus systematic re-evaluations are essential, for example monthly, quarterly or
annually.
Supplier evaluation problem has a multiple criteria nature as there is a wide number of
objectives to be taken into account. Literature reviews point out that the main individual and
integrated approaches used to solve this problem are Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA),
mathematical programming (linear and integer programming, goal programming and
multiobjective programming), Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Analytic Network
Process (ANP). In general DEA is used to rank efficient and inefficient suppliers as in Zeydan
et al. (2011), and AHP to obtain the weights of criteria. There are other techniques such as
Technique for Order Performance by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), Simple MultiAttribute Rating Technique (SMART), Preference Ranking Organization Method for
Enrichment Evaluation (PROMETHEE), Genetic Algorithms (GA), Neural Networks (NN),
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), etc. (Ho et al., 2010; Chai et al., 2013). An updated
analysis of literature on purchasing management also supports that the articles have mainly
focused on supplier selection taking into account one product only (Sen et al., 2009, Amid et
al., 2011; Chen, 2011; Lin, 2012; Ekici, 2013; Chang et al., 2014, Dweiri et al, 2016).
Fuzzy set theory has been integrated with multiple criteria techniques, as fuzzy PROMETHEE
(Chen et al., 2011), fuzzy AHP (Rezaei & Ortt, 2013a; Kar, 2014). In the last years there has
been an increasing number of articles, which include fuzzy numbers based on uncertainty about
data. This is true in many contexts, but not always necessary. Factories have databases with
historical information from suppliers which have not been used to improve management and
should be exploited for systematic decision making. In particular, many companies can
implement an advanced system for supplier portfolio management by analysing these available
data along with market information.
In addition, the increasing professionalism in purchasing management (Gelderman & Van
Weele, 2005) and the trends in supply chain demand flexible systems to support decision
making in complex problems that appear in companies nowadays. To the best of our knowledge
there is a lack of studies which deal with the more general problem of evaluating suppliers, who
can provide the company with several products and simultaneously the products themselves are
delivered by several approved vendors with the goal to establish the most appropriate
relationships with them.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a system which allows evaluating suppliers by using
multiple criteria methodology and group decision making in order to highlight the appropriate
relationship with each supplier according to internal and external information about products
and providers. This system integrates all relevant quantitative and qualitative criteria for
decision making in purchasing management. Thus, internal characteristics of the production
process and markets should be taken into account in order to establish the best relationship
between the company and its providers. In addition, the process and tools used must be robust,
easy to understand and should integrate different points of view of the departments involved.
These features are essential in order to implement the decision making tools for supplier
evaluation and to improve supply chain management in practice.
In short, the main contribution of this paper is located in the supplier segmentation phase by
applying a multiple criteria approach based on PROMETHEE and Multi-Attribute Utility
Theory (MAUT), using AHP for eliciting the weights of criteria. Different to previous
3

segmentation proposals which are only based on opinions, judgments and direct rating, we have
contributed new strategic and critical dimensions to classify suppliers by analysing historical
and reliable indicators needed in a decision support system which allows companies to inform
decision making at operative, tactical and strategic levels. In addition, the system, which has
been validated in a real company, is a novel and unified approach to deal with qualifying
suppliers for each product, followed by selecting the best providers and monitoring for supplier
segmentation by systematic evaluation in order to develop the appropriate relationships with
them.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly presents the methodology used,
followed by the system proposed for supplier evaluation which is based on several multiple
criteria approaches, compensatory and non-compensatory. This system has been validated in a
real company for food, pharmaceuticals and chemicals, as explained in section 4. In this section
all criteria related to products and suppliers have been defined and grouped in two new
dimensions: critical and strategic. The strategic criteria consider internal factors of production,
while the critical criteria refer to market information. The main results obtained by applying
PROMETHEE and MAUT are shown in section 5 and finally their discussion and conclusions
are presented in the last two sections respectively.
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2. Methodology

When companies want to evaluate and classify their suppliers in order to highlight appropriate
relationships between them, they first need to identify the criteria to be used to measure their
performance. The well-known AHP method allows defining and building a hierarchy with all
criteria, grouping them into categories, if necessary. This can be done by a manager and also
collaboratively by a group of decision makers or stakeholders. The next step is to elicit the
weights of criteria to be used in the evaluation.
AHP obtains the weights of criteria through pairwise comparisons of these on the same level
with respect to a criterion on the higher level. For example, the company has defined several
types of risks, such as commercial risk and risk of the supplier country as evaluation criteria
and has grouped them into a category “critical criteria”. In this case the type of questions to
answer is the following: how much greater is the importance of commercial risk compared to
the risk of the supplier country with respect to the critical criteria of suppliers? A detailed
explanation of AHP method can be found in Saaty & Vargas (2001). This method allows the
company to elicit the weights, which show their preferences and measure the consistency of the
judgements. Moreover, it is easy to apply in order to aggregate the preferences from different
people and departments of the company by using the geometric mean (Saaty & Peniwati, 2008).
Due to a finite number of suppliers to be evaluated and classified, two discrete multiple criteria
methods have been chosen among available techniques, which can be classified as
compensatory and non-compensatory approaches. The system proposed includes MAUT as
compensatory and PROMETHEE as non-compensatory method. Since both types have
strengths and weaknesses, it is interesting to compare them for supplier segmentation.
In addition to the criteria and their weights, PROMETHEE needs indicators gj to measure the
performance of each supplier for each criterion, as can be seen in the evaluation table (Table1).
PROMETHEE compares every pair of suppliers for each criterion and assigns a preference
value, taking into account the size of the difference in the behaviour of the suppliers: d j(s1,s2)
= gj (s1) - gj (s2). This method removes the scale effect when the criteria are measured in different
units.
Table 1. Evaluation Table
Indicators of evaluation criteria
Suppliers

s1
s2
…
si
...
sn

g1

g2

…

gj

…

gk

g1(s1)
g1(s2)
…
g1(si)
…
g1(sn)

g2(s1)
g2(s2)
…
g2(si)
…
g2(sn)

…
…
…
…
…
…

gj(s1)
gj(s2)
…
gj(si)
…
gj(sn)

…
…
…
…
…
…

gk(s1)
gk(s2)
…
gk(si)
…
gk(sn)
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In general, when a supplier s1 is compared to s2 for each criterion gj the company defines a
preference function, Pj (s1, s2), which depends on the difference in the behaviour of both
suppliers:
Pj (s1, s2) = Fj [dj(s1, s2)] for all suppliers, where
dj (s1, s2) = gj (s1) - gj (s2) and
0 ≤ Pj (s1, s2) ≤ 1
In case the criterion is maximized and the difference is negative, the preference is 0. When we
want to minimize the criterion, it would be other way round or we consider the preference
function as follows:
Pj (s1, s2) = Fj [-dj (s1, s2)]
The company must propose a preference function for each criterion. The most common
functions are the following: it is known as usual when the preference is 1 if the difference
between the performance of s1 and s2 is positive, and zero otherwise. We have to define one or
two parameters in other types of preference functions. We call the indifference threshold q and
the strict preference threshold p. q is the largest deviation between two criterion values in the
pairwise comparison of the suppliers that the company considers as negligible, while the
preference threshold p is the smallest value of this deviation to be considered as sufficient for
a strict preference of one supplier over the other. Depending on the type of preference function,
its value Pj (s1, s2) can be 0, 1 or increase linearly between the indifference threshold and strict
preference threshold from zero to 1(linear functions). A detailed explanation of PROMETHEE
can be seen in Brans & Mareschal (2005).
The other approach used is based on the value measurement theory whose full description can
be found in Belton and Stewart (2003). In short, the well-known additive model of value
function is represented as follows:
𝑚

𝑉(𝑠) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 𝑣𝑖 (𝑠)
𝑖=1

where V(s) is the overall value or utility of a supplier, vi (s) is the value or utility score that
corresponds to the performance on criterion i of the supplier s, and wi is the weight which shows
the importance of criterion i. It is interesting to point out that this approach, unlike
PROMETHEE, provides scores based only on the own performance of suppliers. Thus, these
scores are independent of other suppliers included in the assessment. Some of the advantages
and disadvantages of value function and outranking methods come from this fundamental
difference.
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3. A collaborative multiple criteria system for supplier evaluation

The companies can reduce risks if they acquire the same product from a few reliable suppliers.
In general vendors provide the company with several products and the same product is served
by different suppliers. Thus the assessment of products is not equivalent to the evaluation of
suppliers, being the latter an open and much more complex problem. Figure 1 shows the
flowchart for the new system of supplier management that considers both products and
suppliers.
The company should starts the process by identifying the pertinent departments that should be
involved in the supplier evaluation for each group of products, as recommended by Gelderman
& Van Weele (2003), for example chemical, packaging, electronic, mechanical, etc. or any
other specific type of products. Purchasing, quality, production and/or maintenance are some
possible departments depending on the business. It is also necessary to define the people who
will participate in the assessment. After establishing the criteria to evaluate if a supplier is
qualified for a product, the company can apply a systematic procedure to perform this
assessment. MAUT is an appropriate compensatory method to qualify suppliers and then also
rank them in order to choose the better options for purchasing.
To assess all approved suppliers it is necessary to identify the criteria that are specific of the
products they provide, as well as the indicators to measure their performance. The system
proposes to group these criteria according to their internal and external nature. On the one hand,
the market of the products is an external factor which can make them critical for the production
process. On the other hand, internal features of some products can make them strategic for the
company. Thus, all criteria used to evaluate products are grouped into two categories: critical
and strategic, depending on if they are mainly related to the market for the former and affect
internal operations of the factory for the latter. For example, external criteria of products can
be safety and environment regulations as well as the number of suppliers. These criteria might
make products critical. The strategic criteria are, for example, contact with the final product
and if the product can stop the factory production.
The next step is to elicit the criteria weights for product assessment. This may be done by
consensus of people involved or by using AHP. This method can be applied collaboratively or
individually, followed by integrating individual judgments to calculate the weights of the
criteria to be used in the company (Saaty and Peniwati, 2008).
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Figure 1. Flowchart of collaborative multiple criteria system for supplier evaluation
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By applying PROMETHEE or MAUT, critical score and strategic score are obtained in order
to assess the suppliers according to their critical or strategic nature for the company. Both
methods need an evaluation table (Table 1) which shows the indicators of evaluation criteria
for each product or supplier depending on the step of the procedure shown in figure 1.
The critical and strategic scores of products are values between zero and 100 and can be
calculated by using PROMETHEE or MAUT. The company can generate a graphic tool to
classify the products by representing these scores together with the purchase volume for every
product in a bubble graph, where the axes are critical and strategic scores and the size of the
bubble is the billing. As in Kraljic´s model, the products can be classified in four areas taking
into account their scores, for example if they are lesser or greater than 50. This graph highlights
the critical and strategic nature of products and informs about the best actions to be
implemented. The purchasing department should mainly focus on those which appear in the
area with greatest critical and strategic nature (a small number of suppliers, long delivery times,
low safety level, items which have contact with the final product and/or can stop the production
of the company). There is an area where the products are not critical, but they are very strategic,
so the company should look for the best provisioning method for them. When the product is
hardly strategic nor critical, the purchasing management by price is recommended. Finally, the
fourth area in the graph presents the products which are hardly strategic but very critical, which
is similar to bottleneck area in the Kraljic´s model for items. In this case the management should
analyse the situation carefully to decide on actions related to these products and look for less
critical alternatives among other possibilities.
Although this analysis of items is important, currently the interest of companies is focused on
supplier classification. Thus, after evaluating the products, suppliers can be evaluated with a
similar methodology. First of all, identifying the main critical and strategic criteria and those
directly related to supplier is needed. The average critical score of products is a critical criterion
to evaluate suppliers. Delays and commercial risk can be other critical criteria. Similarly the
strategic score of products is a criterion used to calculate the strategic score of suppliers, among
other criteria, such as purchase volume.
After defining the complete hierarchy of criteria to evaluate suppliers and grouping them as
critical and strategic, the weights of criteria are calculated by involving the pertinent people and
by applying AHP. The weights can also be obtained individually and aggregated through the
geometric mean. Then, PROMETHEE and/or MAUT method are used to obtain the critical
and strategic scores of suppliers. These results have twofold purposes. The company can obtain
the ranking of suppliers for each product individually and also classify them for each group of
products in order to decide about the type of relationship to establish with them.
As in the products, critical and strategic scores of suppliers together with their purchase volume
are shown in a bubble graph, which uses 50 as the value of both scores to divide the space into
four areas. This graph permits the company to classify their suppliers and establish the
appropriate relationship with each of them. The most important suppliers are those who are
very critical and strategic and should be partners of the company. The company should sign
long term contracts with the suppliers that are not critical, but very strategic, while price policy
is recommended when the providers are hardly strategic and hardly critical. Finally, the
company should remove those suppliers with low strategic but high critical nature.
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4. Supplier evaluation in a real manufacturing industry
The proposed system has been implemented in a real manufacturing factory. The company is a
multinational industry active in more than 100 countries and in several sectors such as food,
pharmaceuticals and chemicals, among others. The company manufactures a wide range of
products in the fields of human nutrition, pharmacy-cosmetology, paper/board, chemistry-bio
industry and animal nutrition.
The company has a purchasing and warehouse management module of the SAP ERP software.
Nevertheless, this system does not provide them with techniques to manage the supplier
portfolios which involve a high number of products and vendors. Previously the company only
assessed acquired products. These products were analysed according to their risks following
the Kraljic´s model without taking into account their suppliers. Assessments were carried out
quarterly and data from previous three years were used. This methodology had some
drawbacks, such as the aggregation of criteria measured in different units and several trial and
error tests to obtain the weights. As a result this procedure was not able to distinguish among
very different products which obtained similar performance values.

4.1. Modelling preferences for product criteria: AHP, PROMETHEE and MAUT
As shown in figure 1, in the first step product categories were defined as follows: chemical,
packaging and technical products (electrical, electronic, pneumatic, mechanical, hydraulic,
etc.). This empirical research is focused on the two first groups, chemical and packaging
products, whose number is close to 200 in the factory. In addition, all data used are real and
related to products from approved suppliers, since qualifying suppliers is a particular case of
supplier evaluation for a unique product.
First of all, AHP method was used for building the hierarchy with the main critical and strategic
criteria which are specific of the products. The critical criteria are mainly related to the market,
and strategic criteria are those which are affecting internal operations of the factory. As shown
in figure 2, critical criteria of products are safety and environmental regulations, number of
suppliers, delivery time and provisioning factor. The strategic criteria are contact with the final
product, stopping the production of the factory, affect the image of the company and the
purchase volume.
The weights of criteria have been obtained by applying AHP method collaboratively, with the
well-known Saaty scale for pairwise comparisons (Saaty & Vargas, 2001). Global weights can
also be obtained from individual matrices of pairwise comparison and then by applying the
geometric mean to judgments and finally with Eigen Vector method to elicit the weights for the
team involved in the assessment (Saaty & Peniwati, 2008; Ishizaka & Labib, 2011).
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Safety and environmental
regulations
Number of suppliers
Critical
Performance
Delivery time

Provisioning factor
Product
Evaluation
Contact with the final product

Strategic
Performance

Stopping production of the
factory

Affect the image of the
company
Purchase volume

Figure 2. Hierarchy for critical and strategic criteria of products

After that, it is necessary to define how to measure the performance of criteria, known as
indicators, and to model the preferences for decision making in order to apply PROMETHEE
and MAUT, being the former an outranking method, that is non-compensatory, and the latter
compensatory.
To explain and understand the real application of PROMETHEE it is necessary to get
information about the scales and preference functions which have been used. Firstly, the
products are evaluated through indicators which can be measured in quantitative or qualitative
scales. For example, the purchase volume (euros) and the delivery time (days) are quantitative
indicators, while some others are qualitative, such as stopping production of the factory. This
last criterion is measured in a qualitative scale that we convert into numbers from 1 to 5. Its
value is 1 when the lack of product can stop the production completely, 2 if its lack can stop
the factory partially, 3 if it may cause the failure of a sector, 4 if it can affect production, but
there is an alternative and 5 when the lack of product does not affect the factory production.
Contact with the final product and affect the image of the company are criteria which use similar
scales from 1 to 5, being 1 the worst and 5 the best situation for the company. In particular, if
the product has direct contact with the final product, the indicator value is 1, 2 if it has
occasional direct contact, 3 when there is indirect contact, 4 if the contact is occasional indirect
and finally, 5 when the product does not have any contact with the final product.
The meaning of the scale related to the effect of the product on the image of the company is as
follows: 1 when the product affects the image, 3 if the effect is indirect and 5 when the product
does not affect the image of the final product.
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Some criteria, such as safety and environmental regulations, are maximized while others are
minimized, for example delivery time. The indicator of safety and environmental regulations is
the degree of compliance with the specific regulations, expressed in percentage.
The preferences of the decision makers are considered by PROMETHEE in the weights of
criteria and also in the preference functions (Brans & Mareschal, 2005). When usual preference
function is used for a criterion, its maximum value, which is equal 1 (strict preference), is
assigned to the product with the best indicator value. This research has considered the usual
preference function for the criteria with qualitative scales that are contact with the final product,
stopping production of the factory and affect the image of the company.
The preference function for the remaining criteria is linear. For example, when comparing two
products with respect to the delivery time, the preference is increasing linearly for what has
lesser delivery time from 0 up to a difference of 50 days. For higher values the strict preference
is for the better product which is the one that has shorter delivery time because the objective is
to minimize this criterion. The same preference function was used for provisioning factor. In
case of safety and environmental regulations, the preference function is also linear with zero as
indifference threshold and 100 as strict preference threshold.
Linear preference function has also been used for the purchase volume with an indifference
threshold of 50,000 euros and a strict preference threshold of 1,000,000 euros. This means that
the preference function is zero when the difference between the purchase volume of two
products is lesser than 50,000 euros, while the preference function increases linearly from zero
to 1 when that difference goes up from 50,000 to one million euros.
Sometimes it is necessary to look for an appropriate indicator of a criterion so that a preference
function of PROMETHEE captures real preferences of decision makers. In this research the
number of suppliers is a good example. The greater the number of suppliers, the better for the
company, 5 being the optimal number. Nevertheless, it is more preferable to increase the
number of suppliers from 1 to 2 rather than from 4 to 5. The linear preference function for the
number of suppliers, a criterion that should be maximized, does not take into account this
consideration. So, the inverse of the number of suppliers multiplied by 100 is used as an
indicator along with linear preference function. Hence, its value is equal to 100 in case of 1
supplier, 50 for 2 suppliers, 33 for 3, 25 for 4, and 20 for 5 suppliers. The preferences of the
company are well represented by considering 5 as Indifference Threshold and 50 as Preference
Threshold. Thus the objective is to minimize the inverse of the number of suppliers.
In order to compare PROMETHEE with MAUT the same data of criteria have been used,
including the inverse function of the number of suppliers, although it is not necessary in MAUT.
In addition we have tried to represent the preferences of decision makers as similar as possible
by means of utility functions in MAUT and preference functions in PROMETHEE.
Nevertheless, the different nature of these methods makes it impossible to say that they are
equivalent completely. The scale of utility function for all criteria in MAUT is from 0 to 100.
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4.2. Modelling preferences for supplier criteria: AHP, PROMETHEE and MAUT
The assessment of a supplier should take into account the critical and strategic performances of
their products. Thus, the hierarchy shown in figure 3 includes the critical score of products as
a criterion whose indicator is the mean of critical scores of the products per supplier. The critical
performance of suppliers also includes other four criteria: delays, commercial risk, risk of the
supplier country and risk of the supplier billing. The strategic performance of suppliers takes
into account the mean strategic score of their products, as well as the purchase volume to the
supplier over total purchases of the company.
Critical Performance of
Products
Delays
Critical
Performance

Commercial Risk

Risk of the supplier country

Risk of the supplier billing
Supplier
Evaluation

Strategic Performance of
Products
Strategic
Performance
Purchase volume

Figure 3. Hierarchy for critical and strategic criteria of suppliers

The methodology in applying AHP, PROMETHEE and MAUT to evaluate suppliers is similar
to the one previously explained for products. AHP has also been used to weight the criteria by
group decision making. Then PROMETHEE and MAUT allow ranking suppliers by product
and classifying the suppliers according to their critical and strategic nature.
In this case the usual preference function was used for commercial risk and risk of the supplier
country. The indicator for the commercial risk is the rating developed by an expert company
(e-informa) based on 180 parameters, which uses a scale from zero to 20. Companies can have
high commercial risk (1-6), medium-high (7-10), medium-low (11-15) and very low risk (1620). When zero is assigned to a company, it has a very difficult commercial and legal situation.
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The indicator for risk of the supplier country is based on the rating of countries from an expert
company (Coface). The scale is from 1 to 7, 1 for the best situation when the prospects are
favourable and stable and the probability of company default is very low. The value 7 means
unstable and uncertain prospects with very high probability of company default.
The remaining critical criteria of suppliers have quantitative indicators, so linear preference
function was used. In particular, indifference threshold is zero for critical performance of
products and delays, while their preference threshold are 10 and 50 respectively. The risk of
supplier billing measures the percentage of the supplier sales to the company with respect to
total sales of the supplier. In this case the company uses 2 as indifference threshold and 15 as
strict preference threshold.
Referring to the strategic criteria of suppliers both are quantitative and a linear preference
function was used in PROMETHEE. The indifference threshold is zero for strategic
performance of products and 2.3 for purchase volume which is measured by the percentage of
the sales of the supplier with respect to the total purchases of the company. Their preference
thresholds are 10 for the former criterion and 20 for the latter.
The utility functions for each criterion used in MAUT capture similar information to those of
preference functions established in PROMETHEE. After applying PROMETHEE and MAUT
the company can easily analyse the performance of their suppliers by product as in other
portfolio models. Nevertheless, one of the main contributions of this empirical research is to
classify the suppliers according to new dimensions, their critical and strategic nature, as well as
to explore and compare the strengths and weaknesses of the two main types of multiple criteria
approaches, outranking and value functions methods, for supplier segmentation. The main
results are presented in the next section.
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5. Results
5.1.

Weights of criteria

Based on the categories of critical and strategic criteria of products and suppliers and the
involvement of a group of people from the purchasing department of the factory, the weights
used for supplier evaluation are those shown in table 1. These weights have been obtained by
applying AHP as explained in the previous section.
Table 2. Weights of criteria in the evaluation of products and suppliers
Evaluation

Category

Critical
Products
Strategic

Critical
Suppliers

Strategic

Criterion
Safety and environmental regulations
Number of suppliers
Delivery time
Provisioning factor
Total
Contact with the final product
Stopping production of the factory
Affect the image of the company
Purchase Volume
Total
Critical performance of products
Delays
Commercial Risk
Risk of the supplier country
Risk of the supplier billing
Total
Strategic performance of products
Purchase Volume
Total

Weight
55.2
32.7
7.4
4.7
100.0
45.0
32.1
14.2
8.7
100.0
49.10
22.6
11.1
6.5
10.7
100
85.0
15.0
100.0

As shown in table 2, safety and environment regulations and the number of approved suppliers
are the most important critical criteria, while the contact with the final product and stopping
production of the factory are the most relevant strategic criteria in the first phase related to
performance evaluation of products. When supplier evaluation is carried out the critical
performance of products and delays have the highest weights, while the strategic performance
of products has almost all the importance of the strategic criteria in the supplier evaluation.
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5.2 Critical and strategic performance of suppliers
This section shows the most relevant results of multiple criteria analysis based on real data from
162 products and 67 suppliers, carried out with historical data of a factory from the last three
years. Products and suppliers appear recoded in order to facilitate the presentation, and also due
to confidentiality reasons. The critical and strategic scores of products and suppliers have been
obtained applying PROMETHEE and MAUT by using D-Sight CDM software (2016).
5.2.1 Classifying suppliers with PROMETHEE
Since the most important criteria for supplier evaluation are critical and strategic score of
products, it is necessary to calculate them for products previously. Figure 4 shows the score of
critical performance of products obtained by PROMETHEE.

Figure 4. Scores for critical performance of products obtained by PROMETHEE. Products from 1 to 162

According to historical data the number of products by supplier varies between 1 and 7. So,
first the mean of critical scores of the products by each supplier is calculated, and then the result
is used as the indicator in the supplier evaluation as shown in figure 3. The same applies to
strategic performance of products.
Then, the next step is to determine the score for the critical and strategic performance of
suppliers. The contribution of criteria to the score for critical performance of suppliers is shown
in Figure 5, where critical performance of products represents the greatest contribution and risk
of supplier country the lowest.
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Figure 5. Criteria contribution to the score for critical performance of suppliers obtained by
PROMETHEE. Suppliers from 1 to 67

Figure 6. Global visual analysis for critical performance of suppliers obtained by PROMETHEE. Suppliers
from 1 to 67
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Figure 6 represents the Geometrical Analysis for Interactive Aid (GAIA) plane, a relevant
graphic tool for analysing multiple criteria problems (Brans & Mareschal, 2005). The criteria
are the green axes and the points are the suppliers. The longer the axis, the more discriminant
is a criterion. The red axis would indicate the decision if we solved a supplier selection problem,
but this is not the case.
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Figure 7. Classification of suppliers according to their critical and strategic performance. PROMETHEE.
Bubble size represents the purchase volume of supplier. The higher the score, the better

The joint representation of the results from supplier evaluation is shown in figure 7. The x-axis
is the strategic score and the y-axis the critical score of the suppliers. The size of bubbles shows
the purchase volume. The graph is divided into four areas at the value 50 for both axes whose
meaning is as follows: the higher the score, the better. The suppliers with critical and strategic
scores over 50 have good performance and will be less critical and strategic. Therefore, the
appropriate relationships between the company and these suppliers should be guided by market
price and moving these suppliers to other quadrants in the figure 7 is not always interesting for
the company. On the contrary, the very critical and very strategic suppliers are those with low
values in both axes. These suppliers should be partners because they have great critical and
strategic nature for the company. In other words, they provide critical items associated also to
delays and several market and supplier risks, as well as items which affect the internal
operations of the factory in a great extent. In this case, the company could also be interested in
looking for other alternative suppliers, moving the supplier onto another quadrant of the figure
7, as Gelderman and Van Weele indicated (2003). When suppliers maintain strategic character,
but they are not critical, one suitable strategy for the company to follow is to sign long term
contracts. Finally, when a supplier has a low critical score, but a high strategic score, this
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provider is very critical but little strategic for the company. Therefore, this supplier would have
to be removed from the portfolio or both parts take actions in order to improve its critical
performance in a similar way to bottleneck area from Kraljic´s model, and move on the noncritical quadrant. All these recommendations have to be based on the analysis of systematic and
continuing evaluations of the suppliers, such as monthly evaluations, quarterly or annually, in
order to test and verify the evolution of supplier performance.
5.2.2 Classifying suppliers with MAUT
The global visual analysis of critical performance of suppliers obtained by MAUT is presented
in figure 8 in order to compare this method with PROMETHEE. Figures 6 and 8 highlight the
additive model of MAUT and the outranking nature of PROMETHEE. This can also be seen in
figure 9, which shows critical and strategic scores together. Comparing the supplier evaluation
through the new graph proposed, figures 7 and 9, highlights higher scores obtained with MAUT
in both critical and strategic performances.

Figure 8. Global visual analysis for critical performance of suppliers obtained by MAUT. D-Sight CDM
Suppliers from 1 to 67
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Figure 9. Classification of suppliers according to their critical and strategic performance. MAUT.
Bubble size represents the purchase volume of supplier. The higher the score, the better

The differences between scores produced by the both multiple criteria methods, which are
compared in this research, are illustrated in figure 10 by showing the strategic scores from
MAUT and PROMETHEE obtained by several suppliers. This figure also points out the higher
scores assigned to suppliers in MAUT in comparison with PROMETHEE. Nevertheless,
differences among suppliers are in the same line in both approaches.

Figure 10. Strategic performance of some suppliers. MAUT and PROMETHEE
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6. Discussion
When comparing the system proposed with conceptual and empirical approaches in the
literature, some important differences are found. Firstly, Kraljic´s method and other portfolio
models are based on items (Gelderman & Van Weele, 2005) instead of suppliers as in this
proposal. In an intermediate step the system only allows segmentation related to product
dimension, followed by aggregation of the scores for all items provided by a supplier and
additional criteria. Then, classification based on suppliers is obtained, which represents a step
forward and a novelty with respect to published portfolio models.
Secondly, the system presented is based on two dimensions, critical criteria and strategic
criteria. The critical dimension captures the same idea as the supply risk in Kraljic´s matrix,
although after aggregating all items per provider, in such a way that the points in the matrix are
suppliers, not items. The profit impact from Kraljic is now measured as the whole purchase
volume from a supplier and is drawn in the matrix as the size of the bubble, as can be seen in
figures 7 and 9. Therefore, the strategic dimension which integrates all relevant internal criteria
of the products in a first phase and suppliers in the second phase is another novelty of the system
proposed. This strategic dimension could be framed in the conceptual model from Olsen and
Ellram (Rezaei & Ortt, 2012). Other dimensions have appeared in the literature, such as buyer´s
specific investments and supplier´s specific investments, economic profile and complexity and
risk profile, supplier´s added value and supply risk, capabilities and willingness of suppliers
(Hallikas et al., 2005, Lee & Drake,2010; Rezaei & Ortt ,2012).
Thirdly, the published empirical methods for supplier segmentation are based on surveys,
interviews and expert judgements, not only for eliciting the criteria and their weights, but also
for rating the suppliers directly with 5-point Likert scale, such as in Gelderman & Van Weele
(2003), Hallikas et al. (2005), Lee & Drake (2010), Rezaei & Ortt (2013a, 2013b) and Rezaei
et al. (2015). Although these procedures are interesting when companies deal with strategic
decisions and there is no data availability, the use of databases, which have more appropriate
objective and reliable information for systematic evaluations along the time, is more suitable
for a decision support system. This is a requirement if the company wants to monitor the
performance of suppliers and what our system offers. In addition, these objective data are
analysed by two powerful methods for decision making as PROMETHEE and MAUT, in line
with the recommendation from Rezaei & Ortt (2012).
Moreover, the multiple criteria system proposed can be applied to supplier segmentation by
using other dimensions, such as capabilities and willingness of suppliers defined by Rezaei &
Ortt (2012), by selecting the relevant variables for a particular company, the most reliable
indicators in order to measure them and carry out all the necessary analysis to develop suitable
strategies for supply chain management.
The nature of the problem we are dealing with makes the selection of criteria and their indicators
to measure them as the first step and a question of preferences. These preferences have to be
set up according to the business strategy and take into account the data availability. Then, the
company can elicit the importance of these criteria, usually through their weights in MCDM
approaches. There is a wide number of methodologies to do this, from direct assignment to
more elaborate ones. This paper proposes AHP, which permits checking the consistency of the
individual preferences and also aggregating them with good properties. In particular, we
propose this method as a group decision making tool by using the geometric mean to elicit the
weights from a group of people as the group decision is always consistent if the individual
judgements are consistent (Xu, 2000; Ishizaka & Labib, 2011).
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As the number of pairwise comparisons increases a lot with the number of criteria in AHP,
other approaches have been proposed in order to reduce the time required by managers. This is
the case of BWM method developed by Rezaei (2015), which could be included in the system.
Finally, application of AHP to elicit the weights of criteria to be used in PROMETHEE and
MAUT can be criticised due to the different meaning of weights in both methods, at least
theoretically. Nevertheless, this procedure represents an approximate way to model the
preferences in practice.
In general, PROMETHEE and MAUT are alternative methods for supplier evaluation which
can be used to solve some of the problems related to supply chain management. Nevertheless,
as shown in figure 1, MAUT is the appropriate method to qualify suppliers because this process
depends only on own features of the supplier, who should be accredited to include in the panel
of approved suppliers. After testing that a supplier has all requirements which are established
by the company in order to provide a product, the supplier will be qualified for that product.
Then the company can compare the approved suppliers with others, either with MAUT or
PROMETHEE. Both methods allow ranking suppliers according to their critical and strategic
scores in order to select the best or to classify them highlighting the more interesting
relationship for purchasing management.
On the one hand, the critical and strategic scores obtained by MAUT depend on the weights of
criteria and each supplier´s own performance taking into account the utility functions. The
preferences of decision makers in PROMETHEE are also considered in the weights of criteria,
as well as in the preference functions. While the utility function in MAUT takes into account
the value of a criterion for a specific supplier, the preference function in PROMETHEE captures
the differences between the values of a criterion of two suppliers who are compared pairwise.
This is an essential difference between MAUT and PROMETHEE, as shown in the figures 6
and 8. The comparison of both graphs highlights the compensatory character of MAUT and the
highest discriminant power among suppliers by applying PROMETHEE, which is an
outranking method and therefore a non-compensatory approach.
The additive model of MAUT is also pointed out in the graphs obtained when representing
critical and strategic scores in the axes, and purchase volume in the size of the bubbles for all
suppliers. When comparing figures 7 and 9, the suppliers seem to be less critical with MAUT
than with PROMETHEE. To clarify the divergence between both methods only several
suppliers are represented in figure 10. In fact, MAUT obtains the score by adding the values for
the criteria, while PROMETHEE is based on the difference of the criteria values from the
pairwise comparison, so a supplier will never have a score of 100, except when a supplier is
extremely better for all criteria which is really difficult in practice. In addition, figure 10 shows
that the scores obtained from PROMETHEE are in line with those from MAUT, although the
values are higher for the latter case.
PROMETHEE can present the rank reversal problem (the ranking can change when adding new
suppliers), which does not appear in MAUT. This problem can have relevance in practice if the
performance of suppliers is very similar and the objective is to choose, for example, a few of
them from a small group. Nevertheless, no problem exists when monitoring and controlling
suppliers to classify them according to their critical and strategic scores.
The proposed system does not permit obtaining the best suppliers and the optimal allocation of
products to suppliers simultaneously. This is only possible by applying linear and integer
programming, such as in Ekici (2013). On the contrary, these approaches can only optimize one
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objective. This is a drawback in a context of multiple criteria decision making that appears in
the majority of real problems related to supply chain management.
Goal programming permits considering several criteria as goals and for this reason it is suitable
for more contexts (Wang et al. 2004 applied goal programming and AHP). Multiobjective
programming is a less operational approach when there are many criteria, products and
suppliers, as can be seen in Amid et al. (2011) who developed a model with one product and
three criteria (price, quality and service). It can be said that mathematical programming and our
approach based on hybrid multiple criteria method are complementary. For example, it may be
interesting to develop mathematical programming models for very critical and strategic
products, as well as for strategic suppliers.
Another strength of the system is the flexible way to integrate all relevant quantitative and
qualitative criteria from a group decision making perspective. Determining the criteria in order
to measure the supplier performance should be based on a specific business strategy (Huang &
Keskar, 2007; Chen, 2011). The most used criteria for supplier selection have been cost, quality
and delivery performance. Others, such as financial strength, past experience, claims, distance,
safety and risk factors, can be found in the literature. In general the previous studies only
consider criteria from suppliers, instead of criteria for products and suppliers. In Bottani & Rizzi
(2008) different criteria of suppliers and products have been included in order to select both
suppliers and purchased items for a new receiving process to lead-time reduction by using AHP,
cluster analysis and fuzzy logic. DEA approach classifies the criteria of suppliers in output and
input in order to group them as efficient or inefficient.
In this research some criteria used in the literature as well as new ones have been considered.
Although safety and environmental regulations, delivery time, purchase volume and delays
have appeared in other studies, this proposal adds new criteria, which have demonstrated great
power to discriminate among suppliers, in order to inform the best relationships to improve
supply chain management. These are some strategic criteria of products (contact with the final
product, stopping the production of the factory, affect the image of the company), critical
performance of products, strategic performance of products and several risk factors from
suppliers (commercial, supplier country and supplier billing). Our approach is focused on
critical and strategic dimensions, which offer greater power to classify suppliers in contrast to
DEA, which is focused mainly on selection taking into account efficient and inefficient
performance of providers.
PROMETHEE has been mainly applied to environmental, energy and water management,
business and financial management, logistics and manufacturing among other areas (Behzadian
et al., 2010). Nevertheless, it has hardly been used to evaluate and select suppliers. Dulmin and
Mininno (2003) and Chen et al. (2011) applied this method to supplier selection. Araz &
Ozkarahan (2007) came up with a supplier evaluation method based on PROMETHEE for the
product development process, where they classify suppliers in the following groups: perfect,
good, moderate and bad. Chen et al. (2011) applied PROMETHEE to an information system
for outsourcing under fuzzy environments. As explained, the purpose of the system proposed
is different from these applications, which means supplier segmentation in order to inform the
best relationships and the suitable strategies of the company. Thus, our proposal uses
PROMETHEE in a novel way to reach this goal in a two phase procedure focused on products
firstly and on suppliers secondly, and same comments can be applied to MAUT.
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7. Conclusions
The evolution of conceptual models for supply chain management has supported the increasing
strategic importance in companies and encouraged staff professionalism. Nevertheless, in the
literature there is a smaller number of empirical models, probably due to difficulties to measure
the relevant criteria in practice. The majority of the huge amount of published articles only
focuses on the selection phase. Thus, there are not any decision support systems that contribute
significantly to decision making in all phases of the procedure of the modern supplier
management and this is the main contribution of the system proposed in this paper.
The proposal represents an integrated novel approach to deal with qualifying suppliers per each
product, followed by selecting the best providers and monitoring suppliers by systematic
evaluation in order to develop the more appropriate relationship with suppliers. To integrate all
these phases in a unified system three MCDM methods have been necessary: AHP,
PROMETHEE and MAUT. For companies it is interesting to have a unique tool to support all
decision making problems of supplier management.
The greater contribution of our system is related to supplier segmentation for several reasons.
We have proposed new strategic and critical dimensions to classify suppliers by using historical
and reliable data needed in a system which will be able to support decision making at operative,
tactical and strategic level. Due to multiple criteria nature of this problem, subjective
preferences of the company have been taken into account through AHP, which is also suitable
for aggregating preferences from a group of people. The novelty consists of the analysis of
objective data carried out by using two powerful multiple criteria methods, PROMETHEE and
MAUT, which have been tested and compared, in a two phase procedure, which involve
products in the first one and suppliers in the second.
This system has been validated in a real implementation in a big manufacturing company, which
works for several sectors such as food, pharmaceuticals and chemicals. Experimental results
have shown the flexibility, robustness and applicability of PROMETHEE as an outranking
method for supplier segmentation and finally to inform the best strategies in supplier
management. Not only does it allow the aggregation of quantitative and qualitative indicators
of relevant criteria, but it also takes into account the preferences of the company when
comparing pairwise suppliers, based on objective indicators, in addition to the weights of
criteria as common in many MCDM methods. MAUT is also flexible and applicable for
supplier segmentation, but as compensatory method it has less discriminant power among
suppliers than PROMETHEE. On the contrary, MAUT is easier to understand and then to apply
by the purchasing department staff. A system which includes both methods provides more
advanced analytical capabilities.
Both methods, PROMETHEE and MAUT, allow classifying suppliers according to critical and
strategic performance in a two dimension matrix periodically, which can be divided in four
quadrants. The suppliers which are very critical and strategic for the company should be
partners, while long term contracts are more suitable for strategic suppliers, which are not
critical. When a supplier is less critical and strategic, the better relationship has to be guided by
market price. Finally, when suppliers are very critical, but little strategic, the company should
remove them from the portfolio or move onto another quadrant in case they improve their
performance. These recommendations have to be based on the analysis of systematic and
continuing evaluations of the suppliers, such as monthly assessments, quarterly or annually, in
order to test and verify the evolution of supplier performance.
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This system has shown a great impact as it represents the first supplier segmentation proposal
applied to industry, in which decision making integrates historical data and expert knowledge,
not only takes into account opinions, judgements and/or direct rating from managers. Thus, this
approach provides a robust support system to inform operative, tactical and strategic decisions,
which is very relevant when applying an advanced management in practice.
Finally, in future research it is interesting to develop empirical studies applying this system
with other dimensions and criteria proposed by other authors, which would be more suitable
for the company according to the economic sector and their general goals. In particular,
developing decision support systems which integrate a sustainability dimension of suppliers
can represent a competitive advantage for many companies, in line with Seuring (2013) who
highlighted the interest of assessing green supply chains empirically by using multiple criteria
approach.
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